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Although many comments are relevant they also show a lack of knowledge of what is available in the 

town and who is responsible for the upkeep. 

Halls for hire – there is no authoritive  list. 

Clubs available – There are over 102 organisations in the SG12 area but are not well advertised 

Comments divided as: 

Cinema / Theatre,  Cycling, Dogs, Fanshaw Pool,   Green Spaces, Heritage,  Parks and Leisure,  The 

Priory, The tow path and canal, Tudor Sq / Town Sq. Ware Arts Centre / Southern Maltings. Ware 

Lido, Wodson Park, Miscellaneous. 

Despite many negative views there were some positives ones.  

A positive over view 

“I feel that, given its size, the leisure and cultural facilities in Ware are excellent. A Lido and a 

museum accompanied by scores of pubs and restaurants are perfect. I have lived in Stanstead 

Abbotts for over 6 years now (my brother moved to Ware from London on the strength of my 

recommendation) and find Ware a fantastic town. Of course it's always possible to want more, to 

want bigger and better – but what Ware has suits it perfectly. Trying to out-do other towns will only 

be detrimental” 

“It’s all very good. We are lucky to live in Ware. “ 

Cinema / Theatre 

Several answers were received regarding the provision of a cinema or theatre.   

Films are currently shown by Ware Town Council and the Southern Maltings.  They are advertised via 
the websites of both organisations and via the monthly Event List, which goes out electronically to 
3000 addresses. 
 
Past cinemas in Ware have not received enough public support and closed down.  How do we 
advertise film showings more widely? 
 
Cycling 

Four comments received on this 

Nice to have more cycle paths going through and round the town that are off road. 
We should make Ware town more cycle friendly.   
Need more places to park our bicycles. 

 
Bike hiring facilities for use along the river would promote wellbeing/access for those who don’t own 

bikes or can’t afford (get more people into Herts from surrounding areas too!) 

 



Cycle routes could be signposted.  More bike racks? 
We no longer have cycle shop so bike hire would have to be a new venture 

 

Dogs 

Mixed views on this subject from dog only spaces so that the dogs can run off the lead to remarks on 

dog owners not cleaning up after their dogs or not putting the bags in a bin.  Asking for green space 

to be retained for dog owners and they then littering the same with dog bags does not sync.  

 

Fanshaw Pool 

Not many good comments. People want it to stay open and with more public access but say it is very 

shabby and needs updating in all aspects.  

 

Green spaces 

There is great support for retaining and enhancing the green space in and around Ware.   As 
expected there are a number of people against building further housing around the present town 
boundary.  There are also a number of comments saying we have enough green space.  
 
There is a request for more signage to encourage cycling/walking routes to be used and pleas for 
keeping the areas clean 
 
Concerns about wildlife if Green spaces are built on. How do we discourage motorcyclists from 
driving along footpaths? 
 
Do we have a definitive list of greenspaces within the Ware Boundary? 

 

Heritage 

Although volunteers already conduct town tours there are requests for more signage and story 
boards.   If agreed then planning permission will need to be agreed with EHDC and the relevant 
Government bodies.  
 
There is significant support to retain the towns heritage. Do we have a complete up to date list? Can 
we publish a list of the sites in Ware? 
 
Parks / leisure 

Parks and Leisure received the most comments 
 
Youth 
As far as we are aware all the comments received on this subject were from adults. There are 
comments on not enough for youth to do despite there being over 100 organisations in the SG12 
area plus the Scouting and Guiding groups. HCC has youth facilities in Marsh Lane and supports a 
youth bus in Ware. The Priory has a skate park. HCC YC also lays on one off activities during school 
holiday time such as trampolining / climbing etc. 
 
I don't really know what key leisure and cultural facilities there are in Ware, other than the Drill Hall 
and Southern Maltings, which don’t offer anything I am particularly interested in 
 
How and where to advertise what is available? 



Sport / exercise 
 
Mixed reaction with some saying we have enough good facilities and others saying we do not.  
 
Do the current leisure facilities have sufficient capacity? 
 
There are a number of requests for more gyms and pleas for Fanshaw to modernise. The need for 
both swimming pools to remain is strongly made.  
 
One comment said there was not enough to do for young adults other than bars.  Again it seems the 
list of current organisations is not publicised enough.  
How do we cater for the older person? Is the U3A sufficient?  Activities for the young and old to do 
together. 
 
Again the lack of knowledge because of lack of advertising seems to come to the fore.  
 
Parks / play areas 
 
Access to King Georges Field is restricted;  anyone on an invalid scooter cannot get through the 
barriers at the sites entrances.   Access required for all.  Play areas need more attention in 
maintenance. Play areas need updating and being kept clean. 
 
Parks should have equipment for all ages. Where possible supply a refreshment outlet. 
 
Power outlets for King George and The Lower Bourne to enable more activities to take place? 
 
Would installing a water supply to King George and Lower Bourne for LiveWare LoveWare activites 
be feasible? 
 
More seating.  Discourage drug dealing. Close parks by 1100 to prevent noise? 
This would require manpower to visit and lock up but would it stop people from getting in? 
Install solar powered lighting to keep the areas lit until closing time.  
 
All ability play areas.  More trees is another request not only for parks but for streets  as well. 
 
Sponsor a park?  Could a local  business sponsor a park as they do with roundabouts? 
 
Places for Hire / clubs 

Publicise list of places for hire.   Publicise list of organisations in the SG12 area.  
 
There has never been enough places for hire in Ware for community groups.  
 
Use grants to pay towards running costs? Use empty shops and premises even on a temporary basis? 
 
The Priory 

This sums up the comments 
The playground by the Priory and sand play area have potential but the play equipment is mainly 
what it would have been 35 years ago. More up to date play equipment and opportunities to buy 
coffee / tea/ snacks and to sit down in or immediately besides would make them more attractive  

   Make more use of Fletchers Lea.  



Comments have been passed on to the Town Clerk 
 
The tow path and canal 

People like the tow path but are critical about its condition.  Some of the suggestions are: 
 
Make a grant to the Canal Trust to be spent on the length of the tow path in Ware? More riverside 
seating. Planning permission to replace the bridge over the Victoria Cut has been applied for. 
Upgrade the path for use by cyclists and mobility scooters. Provide fishing instruction to under 16’s 
with equipment on loan.  (In addition to the formal angling clubs) 
 
Hire of bikes?  Some would argue that too many bikes already use the tow path. 
 
Tudor Sq. Town Sq 

Despite the recent renovations to the town Sq. residents are not happy with the way it is.  
A summary of the comments is : Ban traffic from using Tudor Sq during the day. Provide market 
facilities and entertainment.  Barrier at the entrance to Tudor Sq instead of in Rankin Sq? 
Allow restaurants to put chairs and tables in the square itself. More street food licences perhaps to  

make it more lively on a regular basis rather than just the food festival once a year? Can we have 
more street markets - local produce for sale?  The comments have been forwarded to the Town 
Council 
 
Ware Arts Centre / Southern Maltings. 

All good comments.  In the summary the message came through that residents valued the town’s 
facilities and were clear that the community value should be recognised and supported in future 
plans with funding included to recognise the challenge for large projects reliant on volunteers to 
deliver them (comments on speed to the development)  The comments also recognised Fletcher’s 
Lea as a community asset and suggested more community activity.   This facility is well supported 
but needs to advertise more widely. More youth orientated events? 
 
Ware Lido  

More positive than Fanshaw. People really want to keep the Lido. They enjoy its facilities.  Longer 
open hours and a longer opening period were several requests. Despite the recent upgrade there 
was still a comment about it looking tired.  Security was an issue with unauthorised persons barging 
in without paying.  
 
Wodson Park 

There were mixed comments both praising and complaining. 

Several comments of not enough car parking especially when football is being played.  Cars parking 

in Quincy Road and Wadesmill Road can cause a safety hazard especially as there is no cycle path.  

Cycle access via the Cowfield would be an advantage. Requests for a swimming pool and indoor 

tennis facilities were made. Users would like to see longer open hours for the café and 

refurbishment both inside and of the play area. More facilities required in general and especially for 

the elderly. I suspect there is an actual lack of knowledge of what goes on at Wodson Park. How do 

we publicise activities and events? 

 
Miscellaneous  



 
The traffic on the week-ends should be closed on the High St. to provide space for families with kids & 
pets to walk around freely.  Whilst this can be done a temporary road closure costs £3900 and 
diverts the traffic around the back streets of Ware.  If there is a road closure on the A10 the traffic 
gets diverted through Ware which means if the High Street is closed then again all the traffic 
including heavy lorries have to divert to the back streets. This includes ambulances.  
 
 
More access to maintained public toilets. Public Toilets are situated at the Spread Eagle, Tescos, and 
the Priory. No purchase is needed to use these facilities which receive a grant from EHDC 
 
Conclusion. 
 
We (Organisations) need to do more to advertise what is available. 


